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Squeezed
Expansion
BELDAR takes on more space and more efficient
technology to better serve its customers
MANY FORMS PRODUCERS are
finding themselves between a rock
and a hard place- squeezed between
market changes and customer
demands.
To cope with the squeeze, BELDAR Business Forms, Mahwah, N .J.,
has expanded, taking on more space
and more efficient technology.
Rod Bell, president, described the
move in mid-1994 from the original
26,000-sq.-ft. plant to the new
40,000-sq. -ft. facility in Mahwah as
the first step.
Seven presses, five collators and
two programmable guillotine cutters
were shut down, moved, installed and
running again within one week. Not a
single order was delayed. Immediately after the move, BELDAR also
installed a new five-unit 20x22" press
from RDP Marathon, Laval, Quebec,
Canada.
With the trend among forms producers toward expansion into label,
direct mail and commercial markets,
BELDAR remains focused on traditional forms.
A family-run business now into its
second generation, BELDAR takes
pride in long-term relationships with
house accounts, forms distributors,
suppliers and employees.

Mr. Bell said. "Just-in-time defines
most businesses today and we're no
different. The pressroom frequently
works just two days ahead.
"We needed space for manufacturing
and warehousing," Bell added "With
so many customers ordering print runs
of I million, but only a third of that for
immediate delivery, we have to accommodate them."
He noted that extremely accurate
process color is a must. "Forms are
moving toward direct mail in this
respect. We see it in the work we do
for our bank customers . They need
color to compete in their markets, so
we have to be able to produce it."
These customers also need incredible

accuracy in registration because so
many forms are read by computers.
"We also required the capability to
output laser cut sheets . We could
have added a sheeter to an old press,
but with the color and registration
requirements our customers demand,
we decided it was time for a new
press," Rod said.
Rod and his brother John, the firm's
secretary and treasurer, were not
interested in technology for its own
sake or for the sake of exploring new
markets. Rather, the brothers knew
exactly what they needed and chose
to consult with Montreal-based press
manufacturer, RDP Marathon.
Short Run Flexibility

RDP offers five press lines with
litho, flexo and gravure capabilities in
combination. BELD~'s press is a 20"
SR-200, designed specifically to give
short run forms producers the flexibility
to achieve high-end direct mail quality.
It is a variable size press, although
BELDAR chose a single 22" cut-off.
The press also has turn bars, remote
register control, numbering inserts, spiral folding and a sheeter. Since start-up,
the press has been running three shifts a
day at rated speed.

Move Makers

The market changes that impelled the
move were several. Primary among
them was increas~d production flexibility.
"We're responding to customers,"

BELDAR's new RDP Marathon SR. 200 press allows the company to remain flexible.
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Rod said, "It's a feather in their cap
that RDP will build whatever you
want, but you have to know exactly
what that is. What works for one
printer may not work for another."
A case in point is the Smart·Set™
press control system installed on
BELDAR's SR·200. It wasn't specified with the order. When Rod called
several months into construction, he
was pleasantly surprised to find out
that this proprietary system was
already configured into the press.
"The technology had gotten so far
ahead of what they had planned, that
it didn't make sense not to put it in,"
said Rod. "It's an extremely easy
press to learn and build confidence
on, and we like the ability to run it
manually if we want to. On the other
hand, the technology built into it is so
advanced that we haven't yet had the

occasion to max it out-but it's there
when we need it."
The remaining factor that motivated
BELDAR's expansion is the impact of
electronic technologies. The company
has digital prepress capabilities, but
Rod noted that in this arena, change
is based on the customer, not on the
product.
High Expectations
"Many [customers] now have color
printers on their desktops and they
expect the same from us. Of course,
graphic designers don't know forms, so
we have to make up the difference. But
taking care of our customers like that is
just part of the service we have always
offered," he said.
Now that the expansion is completed, Rod said the strategy for the future
is to "keep eyes and ears open to the
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Brothers Rod Bell (left) and John Bell lead
BELDAR into the future with new technolo-

new technologies by aligning yourself
with companies like RDP Marathon. If
they haven't done it, they've seen it, or
heard about it. Equally important, is to
not lose sight of what keeps the customer comfortable. He doesn't need
the technology per se-he needs product and delivery he can rely on. That
hasn't changed."
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• Stock Labels for immediate delivery
• Nearly 400 stock items

• NEW - Piggyback, Patient Charge
Labels

Fear no more. Send for a
FREE copy of the Folder
Buying Guide. It contains all
you need to know about ordering
custom presentation folders.

• Imprinting and custom sizes
available, call or fax for a quote
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• Over 35 NEW Products Added

• Stock sheet-fed laser labels

• Multiple wide labels, up to 16"
total width

Yes, send me a FREE Folder Buying Guide.
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15290 South Keeler
Olathe, Kansas 66062
800-255-6210
913-764-6660
FAX 913-764-4962
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800-947-8000

or Fax Us
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